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Abstract: Current agendas such as the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction or the Sustainable Development Goals are demanding more integration of disaster risk management into other
thematic fields and relevant sectors. However, certain thematic fields such as shelter planning and
critical infrastructure have not been integrated yet. This article provides an analysis of minimum
humanitarian standards contained in the well-known Sphere handbook. Gaps are identified for
several critical infrastructure services. Moreover, guidance on how to derive infrastructure or lifeline
needs has been found missing. This article analyses the missing service supply and infrastructure
identification items and procedures. The main innovation is a more integrative perspective on infrastructure that can improve existing minimum humanitarian standards. It can guide the provision of
infrastructure services to various types for different hazard scenarios, hence make humanitarian aid
and shelter planning more sustainable in terms of avoiding infrastructure or lifeline shortages.
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1. Introduction
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In 2015 and 2016, 1.2 million refugees arrived in Germany [1]. Accommodating these
numbers of arrivals, often at short notice, was an immense logistical and infrastructural
task for the local authorities [2]. In many places, the existing infrastructure was not
designed for many new residents. Therefore, due to a large number of people, temporary
accommodations were built, and certain limitations of the infrastructure were accepted [3].
Since there exist no guidelines that encompass the breadth of water, sanitation, and other
baseline services for humanitarian situations within Germany in the same detail as in
international handbooks, the Sphere handbook was used by practitioners. The Foreign
Office in Germany also uses the Sphere handbook as the main source for quality assurance
and as a technical standard in its strategy paper for humanitarian aid in foreign countries [4].
However, the topic of infrastructure services is not limited to sheltering refugees since
it also affects longer-term housing and integration. One of the social goals concerns the
integration of the refugees into the local society [5]. For this purpose, the living standard
of the refugees should be similar to that of the population in order to reduce the potential
for conflict. Nevertheless, the provision of such a standard of living involves considerable
financial and logistical effort [6].
Recent crises such as the refugee crisis in 2015 and 2016 have urged German local and
national relief organisations and emergency managers to adjust their prepared measures
and guidelines for emergency shelters. These measures and guidelines have been originally
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developed for civil protection and cold-war contexts, and have lately been adjusted to
more recent contexts, such as hybrid warfare, mass incident management, natural hazards,
critical infrastructure and others [7]. Still, in many local contexts, emergency managers
were struggling, on the one hand, to erect shelters for refugees in 2015 quickly, and on
the other hand to accompany the refugees and shelters so as to become temporal in the
transition phase until construction of semi-permanent housing [8]. During this process,
many emergency management organisations identified a lack of guidelines on modern
aspects of sheltering refugees. While fire prevention and safety already were a huge topic in
2015 for Germany, the provision with water, energy and other utilities had to be managed,
too. The provision of such supply infrastructure worked quite well for an industrialised
country, such as Germany that was not facing any other disaster situation at the time.
However, the update of emergency management for a mass influx of refugees gained
higher interest and increased awareness. In this line, shelter guidelines such as the Sphere
handbook were used by experienced emergency managers who had been active in foreign
countries. The Sphere handbook was also used for lack of alternatives in the German
language regarding minimum standards and guidance on different aspects of sheltering,
not just housing, constructing, fencing and fire safety. However, a comprehensive manual
was missing. Therefore, the Sphere handbook is reviewed in this article in order to identify
areas that could be added and adjusted so as to fit it to the context of an industrialised
country. Further, our goal is to provide insights on how to possibly extend the Sphere
handbook and other standard guidelines in various contexts.
This article aims at underlining that this topic addresses a wider topic, too: how basic and critical infrastructure can better be integrated into international guiding documents and
strategies. It is posited that the integrative potential of critical infrastructure is not yet fully
developed in guiding documents and strategies such as the Sphere handbook, the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction [9], or the Sustainable Development Goals [10].
The topic of critical infrastructure has the potential to combine different aspects of these
concepts, as well as considering and bridging high-, middle- and low-income country contexts. This combination further needs more conceptual underpinning that this article aims
to demonstrate, especially the topic of an existing standard and handbook for humanitarian
contexts. While the Sphere handbook mainly points towards the response and recovery
stage, the topic addressed in this article also bridges these stages with the preparedness
stage by emphasising planning activities that include critical infrastructure assessments
and avoidance of hazard zones into guiding concepts for planning and maintenance of
shelters.
Critical infrastructure is increasingly recognised as being useful for planning in disaster risk reduction literature [11]. This article, however, identifies that in disaster relief
and humanitarian aid, this is not yet the case. In most countries, the humanitarian disaster agenda and critical infrastructure run separately, and this misses important linkages.
One important linkage is that this integration fills gaps in each agenda, such as critical
infrastructure providing basic services for humanitarian situations of both affected and
care-takers. Just as well, critical infrastructure has for too long focused only on technical
measures and supplying the residential populations, while refugees and migrants are a
large part of many societies worldwide. The option to integrate fields also applies to a wide
range of global challenge and hazard contexts and their respective impact chains (Figure 1).
To examine this, a literature review is conducted on journal articles dealing with the
topic of shelter and infrastructure, and related synonyms of critical infrastructure used
more frequently in humanitarian contexts, such as lifelines.
Moreover, the focus of this article is narrowed down to demands, especially related to
critical infrastructure services that assist emergency managers with the identification of
suitable shelter planning designs for disaster-affected people. The topic of shelter planning
is used since it integrates many fields relevant for humanitarian standards in the Sphere
handbook, which is the main document analysed in-depth in this article.
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2. Brief State of the Art and Identification of the Gap within Minimum Supply
Standards Concerning Certain Basic Infrastructure Services
2.1. Sheltering, Housing and Migration as a Background
Sheltering and housing displaced populations are triggered by numerous societal
and environmental conditions that often interact [14,15]. While it is a topic aggravating
already existing precarious conditions in low-income countries, it is also a topic of middleand high-income countries. For example, the history of humanitarian aid stems from
contexts of Europe and civil wars and involves several humanitarian and development aid
developments following major crises such as natural hazards or armed conflicts [16,17].
Recent processes such as migration to Europe from the war that affected Syria and other
countries in Asia, or migration from Africa due to economic and environmental conditions
have sparked political debate and research in Europe and elsewhere [18,19]. Within this
broad topic, one aspect is sheltering and housing for displaced populations [20,21]. The
high number of migrants in 2015 fleeing civil war in Syria has been perceived by some
in Europe as a “refugee crisis” first, due to the sudden demand to shelter thousands of
refugees [18]. Later on, this process turned into a mid-term temporary housing challenge
and has been perceived by the public and by certain political parties in Germany, for
example, as a “migration crisis” [21]. It is still an on-going societal debate and includes
long-term measures for the improvement of the conditions in countries of origin, but also
border control and refugee camp management [19]. Safety and security of refugee camps
and housing conditions have become pronounced by protests, violence and a burning
camp in Moria, Greece [22,23]. The example of the current migration to Europe underlines
the importance of humanitarian short-term as well as long-term planning of shelter and
housing. Shelter and housing are an important part of providing infrastructure for refugees
and migrants involving even more aspects of service provision.
2.2. Infrastructure and Logistics within the Shelter Topic
The overall topic of infrastructure services to humans affected by disasters connects
the fields of humanitarian logistics or supply-chains [24,25] and (critical) infrastructure [26]
with emergency or disaster shelter. Sheltering humans after natural or man-made disasters
or crises increases globally due to migration, displacement or natural hazard impacts
has reached staggering numbers [9]. A particular challenge for sheltering is not only to
consider the logistics of supplying humans with essential services such as water, food or
energy but also to guarantee human needs such as dignity and being safe from harm after
having escaped the initial hazard impact [27,28]. Another challenge is the shelter location
planning and the evacuation planning of an area or a hospital [29], due to the additional
risk of losing lives during evacuation or sheltering, even in highly industrialised countries.
For example, during Hurricane Katrina in the USA in 2005, it was a significant challenge
to supply the people seeking refuge in the Super Dome football stadium [30] or the vast
stream of people seeking refuge in the European Union in the years of 2015–2017. Further,
studies on the evacuation after the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear power plant failure
in Japan 2011 found that additional lives were lost during or after the evacuation [31].
But also in military contexts, such as the NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG),
infrastructure services and key commodities for survival can be found. These could be
considered to inform standards for a more integrative crisis assistance framework.
2.3. Basic Services and Critical Infrastructure in the Shelter Topic
Sheltering disaster-affected people is already a challenge, but what if basic services
such as water, food or energy fail, too? While there are ample studies on shelter construction, design [32,33] and general equipment demands including infrastructure and logistics
provisioning [34], the aspect of potential failure of infrastructure is lacking. Critical infrastructure research is a field that developed in the aftermath of terror attacks in the USA.
Even though it is a security topic, it has only recently found its way to connect with other
areas of security research, such as human security, disaster risk reduction or disaster risk
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management [5,9]. Methodological approaches to critical infrastructure offer strategies and
assessments, as well as conceptual components such as the ‘criticality’ to help prioritise
infrastructure services for affected populations [11]. However, traditional shelter and
disaster risk research often lack such methodologies for prioritisation. Specifically, studies
on vulnerability and resilience, damage and loss and needs assessments contain aspects of
a risks range and indications of hot spots, highest cost, highest vulnerability, or ex-post
real case insights into which services were lacking and should be prioritised. However,
the prioritisation of critical infrastructure services based on a comprehensive approach
that matches stakeholder values, including societal values and norms, interests, goal and
strategy selection, communication between stakeholders and affected people often lacks
a similar methodological structure in many existing risks and resilience frameworks. A
few studies dealing with critical infrastructure failure and crisis response planning have
started to investigate emergency supply during long-lasting blackouts [35–38]. While these
studies are conceptualised for specific critical infrastructure failure scenarios, it is crucial to
analyse how existing shelter concepts take up such critical infrastructure failure aspects.
However, there are only a few studies on minimum supply standards related to critical
infrastructure for developed, industrialised countries [39].
2.4. Minimum Standards in Humanitarian Aid
In the field of humanitarian aid, the primary concern is often to establish minimum
standards that are essential for survival or the prevention of adverse health effects. There
are different approaches on how to derive the standards: bottom-up and top-down. The
example of water supply illustrates the difference between the two approaches. A bottomup approach is used in the formulation of the vital water quantity. Here it is assumed that
a minimum amount of water is required by the consumers, which is set as the lower limit.
According to the Sphere handbook, the minimum standard in the area of humanitarian aid
is 2.5 to 3 litres per person a day. The minimum standards under German law, however,
are 15 litres per person a day [40].
In contrast, a top-down approach is used to determine acceptable losses in terms of
water quantity or quality. This approach considers the technical minimum water quantities
required to maintain a system. According to the German concept of civil defence, at least
50 litres per person a day are required to maintain the grid-based water supply. While
humanitarian aid often relies on the grid-independent emergency water supply from a
hygienic point of view, grid-bound supply is preferable [41,42], in regular circumstances
as well as in crises. Grid-bound supply would require, for example, to determine the
minimum amount of water that has to be fed to a water distribution system before low
pressure leads to an intrusion of contaminated water by a pressure-driven hydraulic model
instead of the more common demand-driven models [43]. The bottom-up approach is thus
based on the requirements of the consumer. In contrast, the top-down approach is based
on the requirements of the technical system, in this case, especially the water distribution
network.
Beyond this, the interdependencies of critical infrastructure supply systems [44]
should be taken into account for planning shelter locations. These are, in particular,
interdependencies such as, e.g., control room personnel needing water to work during
crises (for example, to manage an electricity supply problem) or needing heat on cold winter
days. Moreover, some so-called “autonomous” electricity generation devices often rely on
electric voltage from the electricity grid, or cannot start themselves without connection to
it. An interdependency analysis points such possible weaknesses out and highlights the
demand for adequate backups [12].
In previous studies, it was identified that existing critical infrastructure research and
practice often sees infrastructure only as something purely technical, neglecting human
staff, customers, and soft components, such as regulations and communication, which
all make up the overall infrastructure service system [45]. Of course, this also includes
the environment around these systems [11,46]. Besides assets and resources, generic
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components enable cross-sectoral, cross-infrastructure service provision and threshold
settings (also named criticality): time, volume and quality. As one example, in a severe
crisis, storage water may be the last resource available. However, even if lifelines were
technically running, or water tanks were full, the question remains as to the duration of
consumption and the acceptability of water quality. If the water were polluted, and no
cooking power or purification chemicals were available, the water quality itself might be
just as limiting as the amount of available water. This aspect can also be found in the
WASH guidelines, which emphasises the need to take such generic thresholds, as well
as the availability of ecosystem services (e.g., natural water resources), into account for
shelter planning.
2.5. Infrastructure as a Topic within the Broader Context of Disaster Risk Reduction
The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction by the United Nations [9] recently
stressed the topic of ‘critical infrastructure’ as a backbone for the provision of vital services
for humans, that, when interrupted, can gravely add to human losses or severe economic
damage. Critical infrastructure is a term and research field that originated in a policy field in
the context of terrorism in the USA in the 1990s [47]. The subject has, since then, propagated
to include hazards such as natural hazards and has especially flourished in fields such as
civil protection [35,48,49]. However, due to many recent disasters that involved a major
aggravation of the impacts by interruption of important supply chains, the notion of vital,
essential, or ‘critical’ infrastructure has found its way to be recognised even as a separate
priority goal, in the Sendai Framework [50]. Over the years, the term critical infrastructure
gained increasing importance in this area of the United Nations, as in comparison to
previous guidelines, such as the Hyogo Framework or the Yokohama strategy [51,52]. In
the field of critical infrastructure research, there are many more arguments to support
its increasing importance in a more and more globalised world. The large variety of
interdependencies between infrastructures can lead to cascading failure chains.
Additionally, the increasing dependency on electricity, digital information and transport logistics increase the vulnerability of critical infrastructure [44]. “Failure to respond
carries human costs as well as significant economic and political risks. Food security, power
blackouts and empty water taps are among the most immediate and sensitive public service
issues for which societies hold governments accountable.“ [27]. Critical infrastructure is
also of importance, as it contradicts common ideas; more development will solve the problem. This is the so-called vulnerability paradox that stresses that increasingly developed
societies will be increasingly vulnerable due to their increasing blind reliance on the functionality of critical infrastructure [53]. This paradox also shows that there are two different
vulnerabilities that need to be addressed: the vulnerability of (critical) infrastructures and
the vulnerability of its dependent people [54].
3. Investigation of the Role of Critical Infrastructure in the Sphere Handbook
The Sphere handbook [28] is the global reference work for the humanitarian response
that explicitly provides minimum standards for humanitarian purposes. It contains a
separate chapter on shelter and settlement. In contrast, the remaining chapters focus on
aspects of water supply, sanitation and hygiene promotion (WASH), food and various
aspects important in humanitarian aid and its principles, notably, providing dignity to the
people. Infrastructure and related services for accommodation standards are mentioned in
its assessment framework (ibid., p. 11) and highlighted as one component supporting most
humanitarian activities. The book is written by practitioners for practitioners and offers
guidance and minimum standards, sometimes even with useful numerical thresholds and
advice. However, there is no methodology on how to identify infrastructure services or
people’s priorities: the book rather states them as given by expert knowledge and provides
literature sources. Therefore, the listed input and thresholds cannot be tested or adjusted
easily on a scientific basis for other contexts. It has to be done by practice, which is excellent
for its purpose, but lacking a methodology for transferability for the needs of different
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stakeholders [55]. While developed for humanitarian assistance, the content is also useful
for extended domestic crises in the stage before calling for humanitarian or external aid.
While the WASH chapter is the most detailed on minimum thresholds, other chapters such as food and nutrition are less so; food and calories, for example, only lists one
threshold (Sphere Association 2018, p. 198). The literature suggestions in this handbook on
other minimum standards or thresholds are quite helpful. However, while the handbook
addresses certain critical aspects of humanitarian assistance logistics quite well and stresses
the needs of different types of (vulnerable) people, it still provides room for further extension of information suitable for the areas addressed in this article; critical infrastructure
services and minimum supply needs (cf. Table 1).
Table 1. Sphere handbook minimum standards and related critical infrastructure services.
Sectors Covered in the
Sphere Handbook

Food and Nutrition

Health Services

Shelter

Water/WASH

Food and calories

Percentages of
healthcare services,
inpatient bed numbers
and walking distances,
staff numbers,
medicine, Early
Warning and health
information reporting

Minimum living space
Minimum clothing,
bedding, food and
cooking facilities

Water containers of
drinking water and
water for everyday use,
and soap consumption,
personal hygiene,
water volume and
numbers of taps, water
quality, toilets,
healthcare settings for
disease treatment, and
differences of water
needs for different
facilities such as
schools, mobile clinics,
mosques

Food production and
supply chains, logistics,
food quality and
variety

Unique services such as
fire burn treatment,
psychological support
for elderly and
children, etc.

Supporting
infrastructure such as
electricity, cooling and
heating, accessibility,
tele-/communication
through mobile phone
charging kits, etc.

Grid-based water
supply, (waste)water
discharge and
treatment

Details

Details provided on
minimum standards

Missing aspects of
‘Critical Infrastructure’

Upon analysing the minimum standards provided in the Sphere Handbook, it is
apparent, when compared to the fields in critical infrastructure [56], that a great number of
infrastructure services are not handled at all, namely:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Contingency/disaster/emergency management, security
Energy (electricity, heating, etc.)
Finance and insurance
Governance and administration, regulation
Information and communication
Transport and logistics

4. Review of the Links between Critical Infrastructures, Shelter Planning and the
Sendai Framework
The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction is a leading program in the field
of disaster risk that covers fields such as emergency management and natural hazards,
but also touches on fields such as humanitarian aid, development cooperation and many
more. As early as March 2015, the relevance of critical infrastructures was emphasised by
the United Nations in the Sendai Framework. One of the seven global core objectives is to
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ensure basic supply through critical infrastructure and to reduce disruptions. However,
there are no other concrete suggestions for achieving the provision of basic services and
reduction of interruptions under special circumstances such as emergency shelters.
A brief literature search has been conducted (i) using Google Scholar and (ii) using
the Fraunhofer KATI (Knowledge Analytics for Technology and Innovation) tool to search
through the Web of Science catalogue. Search terms and combinations thereof are documented to enable later studies conducting follow-up searches. First, literature related to
the Sendai Framework is searched in combination with terms such as shelter and critical
infrastructure. Second, key literature on shelter planning is searched, balancing between
high usage and citations of some key articles and selecting some recent ones, too. The
literature search in Google Scholar conducted on 12 May 2020, revealed over 9000 finds
for the search term “Sendai Framework”, and 1340 in combination with the term “critical
infrastructure”. In each search, patents and citations were excluded. The KATI search on
23 November 2020 resulted in 246 entries for “Sendai Framework” and nine entries in combination with “critical infrastructures” in the Web of Science collection. The combination of
the terms “Sendai Framework” AND “shelter” revealed only 2690 hits with Google Scholar
and three hits with KATI (Web of Science) by comparison.
With both approaches, no publication has been found to include both terms “critical
infrastructure” and “Sendai Framework” in the title. It appears from a secondary analysis
by reading abstracts, that critical infrastructure often is just one topic among many within
the papers that include the “Sendai Framework” in the title. Using Google Scholar only one
paper uses “Sendai Framework” and “infrastructure” in the title, but it is related to green
infrastructure. No paper had “Sendai Framework” and “lifeline” in the title and only one
included “lifeline” in the abstract (latter found using KATI). Additionally, no paper title
bearing both “Sendai Framework” and “shelter” could be found with the implementation
of the approaches. This lack of combination of the terms allows for the assumption that the
topics of shelter and critical infrastructure together have hardly been addressed explicitly
concerning the Sendai Framework in cited publications.
While the Sendai Framework intends to bridge themes and fields and foster more
integration of approaches in many fields, it still misses certain emergent opportunities for
additional integration; the integration of industrialised and developing country contexts,
or stressing the integration of the topic of disaster relief with disaster reduction more
prominently. It is commendable that the topic of infrastructure is considered in the Sendai
Framework more prominently than before. Yet, it is one field where monitoring and
reporting by indicators are still the second weakest (after international cooperation) in
comparison to the other targets (https://sendaimonitor.undrr.org). On the other hand, the
topic of infrastructure is quite underemphasised in other guiding documents. Therefore, it
is laudable the fact that the Sendai Framework not only carries this topic as a target but also
demands its monitoring by explicit indicators. For example, it is interesting to note that
the Agenda for Humanity [57], as the outcome of the first Global Humanitarian Summit in
Istanbul 2016, mentions the term infrastructure only once: “Schools, hospitals, places of
worship and other critical civilian infrastructure must be spared from the military force and
military use.” It seems there is still a lot to be done to integrate topics such as humanitarian
aid, disaster risk reduction and critical infrastructure protection.
5. Discussion of Conceptual Gaps and Opportunities for a Cross-Cutting Topic for
Both Industrialised and Developing Country Contexts
The Sphere handbook was not written for the context of highly industrialised countries.
Probably there was no original intention to regard infrastructure as anything other than to
use a country’s existing infrastructure as an aid to the provision of basic necessities. These
minimum standards are not about repairing or augmenting infrastructure, or about the
dependency on it or interdependencies between infrastructure supplies that might fail.
However, this article argues that such minimum standards could be further expanded
and benefit from additional information on this. In general, often no guiding criteria are
used on how to include critical infrastructure into minimum humanitarian standards (such
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Some other aspects may be added to future editions of the handbook. As an example,
while the handbook lists advice on planning shelter or settlements in “areas with no or
minimal known natural or man-made threats, risks and hazards” [28] (page 250) as a key
indicator, it lacks detail on assessment methods and certain hazards. It is conceivable
that methods for every possible aspect or activity are beyond the scope of this handbook.
However, risk zonation [60] or avoidance of secondary hazards should be key aspects of a
comprehensive shelter and settlement planning, and therefore, more guidance should be
added. This lack of information impairs connectivity to spatial planning (and related fields
of urban and territorial planning, including advanced planning), disaster risk management
and emergency management. It must also be stressed that the Sphere handbook approach
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is more encompassing than critical infrastructure approaches. The latter often focus on
infrastructure types relevant from the perspective of governments but usually lack basic
services such as shelter, hygiene, personal and dignity needs. Again, it must be underlined
that the Sphere handbook had probably no intention to emphasise any specific type of
needs assessment or specific assessments such as hazard or risk zonation. However, this
might be an important additional recommendation provided by the handbook in order to
guide users to better identify risks in their shelter area.
Moreover, many studies seem to replace the term risk with the term resilience or
simplify resilience into specific components: reduction, readiness, response and recovery
(abbreviation used by original authors: 4R) that often overlap conceptually with risk
or vulnerability components [61,62]. The explanatory power of criticality, which is a
prioritisation step in a methodology towards saving time and resources in later stages of
a range of risk analysis [63], is often overlooked in assessments that simply summarise
pre-existing components such as redundancy, robustness, or duration under the umbrella
of resilience.
Another conceptual gap is the lack of a thorough differentiation of damage depth
of critical infrastructure failure. Often only complete failure is analysed, but system
degradation or initially small incidents can be a critical problem. More distinction within
degradation phases is needed, especially for planners and crisis responders. This distinction
is especially important under the conceptual claim of the positive lens of resilience, i.e.,
at the reaction, recovery and transformation options rather than just damage depth and
negative aspects of susceptibility or fragility under vulnerability. Planners and actors of
crisis response and critical infrastructure operators such as hospitals, want to know how to
obtain more planning time. Therefore, analysing degrees of critical infrastructure failure is
essential to get a differentiated picture. Certain civil protection agencies are developing
guidelines for emergency phases of critical infrastructure failure, such as minimum supply
phases during electricity blackouts or water shortages [36,42,64].
5.2. Preparedness Stimulated by Critical Infrastructure Failures
“Besides basic income and resources, the freedoms to enjoy essential health, basic education, shelter, physical safety, and access to clean water and clean air are vitally important”
(Ogata-Sen 2003)
A considerable amount of research has been published on surveys identifying food
storage preparedness of different populations [65,66], and general crisis preparedness [67].
However, there appears to be a lack of evidence of the effectiveness of disaster supply
kits [68]. Studies on a broader range of supply services have emerged in recent years,
including several disasters, such as blackouts [69] and critical infrastructure failures in
the context of extreme events such as river floods [70]. Aspects of food security and
shelter are affected negatively in the short- and long-term period due to such disasters,
requiring humanitarian assistance [71], and efforts have been made, taking from the
Sphere handbook (2018) and other literature, to identify food and security standards
in humanitarian action [72]. Natural hazard events triggered research in the field of
critical infrastructure focused on the preparedness capabilities of critical infrastructure
stakeholders, operators, authorities and in fewer cases, people affected [73,74]. For example,
in the case of the power outages of a winter event in the Münster region (Germany) in
2005 that lasted several days and affected up to 250,000 people [75,76]. Another example
is a communication failure in 2006 that led to a pan-European blackout for (just) up to 90
mins [77]. Water outages, transportation interruptions of train tracks and train stations and
disruption of other infrastructure also came into public focus due to river-floods in 2002
and 2013 [78–80]. But also, for developing country contexts, the provision of basic services
is of key importance.
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5.3. Shelter Planning Background and Focus
Another gap that is meant to be addressed is the often-unspoken background drivers
of planning and operating refuge and humanitarian-aid shelters. While there are humanitarian standards and related concepts for providing an overall human security frame,
i.e., [27], there are different realities for how different shelter types are operated under
different crisis types [81,82], or different trajectories of post-disaster shelter [83]. It is a
context variable that is decisive on how basic conditions, human rights and humanitarian
standards are put into practice. For example, emergency shelters established due to ethnic
conflicts, are often operated differently from other contexts such as flooding. For instance,
ethnic conflicts can result in shelter design treating certain ethnic groups differently in
the quality of provision of basic services, dignity, etc., as compared to areas where ‘only’
floods occur (or any other natural hazard). Planning of shelter lifetimes is often not built on
humanitarian ideals alone but is influenced by political as well as economic considerations.
In some cases, planning requires the installation of removable infrastructure only.
Shortcomings of purely structural and technical shelter planning are known for overseeing
perspectives of social, psychological, ethnic and many other aspects [84]. However, planning should still be advanced on awareness of dependency on infrastructure supply in a
technical sense and aspects such as access of people, integration of civil society, infrastructure operators, local authorities, private contractors and many more stakeholders [85].
5.4. Advancing Existing Risk Management Guidelines on Aspects of Resilience and
Minimum Supply
Based on the experience of the research project KIRMin in Germany, insights into
demands on improving disaster risk management were obtained [12] Three findings are
discussed here that help drive this improvement: (i) demands for the update of guidelines,
(ii) methods to inform such a process with the prioritisation of actions and risk analyses and
(iii) updates on the resilience and minimum supply aspects as a specific detail (Figure 3).
For the topic of shelters, different guidelines published by fire brigades or authorities
responsible for civil protection are available for Germany, at the federal, state or municipal
level. Typically, they contain advice on technical issues and resource demands that include
numerical capacities that emergency management organisations such as fire brigades
should possess. For example, the guideline for treatment care of 500 persons includes
advice on the number of leaders, staff and helpers and a schematic plan on how different site
places should be organised [86]. In most cases, such guidelines neither contain information
about the needs of people being treated nor their social vulnerability, nor information
regarding (inter-) dependencies of shelter types with critical infrastructure services. The
guidelines also do not possess information about hazards or methods for deriving or
calculating capacity numbers mentioned.
To update guidelines or start a process of developing a disaster risk management
strategy for sheltering, it was found that a method to help structure decisions on how
to prioritise actions is helpful, though often missing. The reason is the emerging variety
of regulations, standards and differing guidelines by different ministries in Germany
and the EU that make it difficult to keep track and manage them. Furthermore, this
applies specifically to local municipalities or small companies. Thus, guidelines have
been developed at the national level to guide the process of risk and crisis management,
including risk analysis, by adding a method of prioritisation. This prioritisation conducts
a criticality assessment before the risk analysis and helps to identify societal values at
risk and the underlying priorities of different stakeholders [63]. A major challenge in
adopting such methods to the regarded context is identifying the appropriate range of
critical infrastructure elements and processes and the often-lacking collaboration of relevant
stakeholders. Participatory processes were found helpful as well as methods helping to
identify bottlenecks and thresholds [12]. It is also essential to compare the provided
(numerical) thresholds to documents within civil protection and infrastructure operators’
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guidelines and standards. They often deviate widely in different local contexts, and realities
challenge the application of standards such as those in the Sphere handbook [55,81,82].
While resilience concepts and assessments often are very holistic in their approach,
the emergency and disaster managers often need more guidance regarding the initiation of
actions. Therefore, it is argued that the different phases of a crisis should be broken down
into full, partial and minimum supply, where minimum supply characterises the situation
when only the last and most important functions can be maintained and saved from
irreversible loss. The scientific literature in Germany is also scarce regarding minimum
supply aspects that concern infrastructure services in extreme situations and demand
a minimum supply. However, there are some first literature reviews [87] and a study
regarding emergency water supply [39]. In the field of safety engineering, there also
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To update guidelines or start a process of developing a disaster risk management
strategy for sheltering, it was found that a method to help structure decisions on how to
prioritise actions is helpful, though often missing. The reason is the emerging variety of
regulations, standards and differing guidelines by different ministries in Germany and
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showing how an agenda-aligning topic such as critical infrastructure or basic infrastructure
services can be applied for multiple settings, for instance, informal settlements or urban
poverty [94–97]. Research has shown that knowledge management and coordination are
often necessary to bridge separated fields [98,99].
Moreover, there is a recurring division of perceiving infrastructure in its role as either
a purely physical or structural component. This division runs the risk of overseeing the
human role of adjustment to a hazard [100] as much as the adjustment to infrastructure
failure. To mitigate the latter, the human role in being part of the infrastructure system
elements must be considered. Initially, this resembles a classical definition of infrastructures [101], in which infrastructures are described as the sum of material, institutional and
personnel factors. However, humans’ role receded more and more and became an operational category overwhelmed by technical aspects [102,103]. It needs to be noted that this is
not a topic for so-called developed societies only. It is also a topic for developing countries
prone to the vulnerability paradox [53] since they become dependent on infrastructure
supply provisions, so any interruption or failure can result in irreversible loss. The latter is
especially true for shelters that are creating boundary spaces in which shelter residents and
personnel become dependent on external supply.
Moreover, the more infrastructure services are taken for granted, the greater will be the
impact once they fail. Affluence and material wealth can have mitigative but also generative
influence on facets of vulnerability [104]. Maybe it is time to rethink the perpetuated gap
between highly industrialised and developing countries. However, certain restrictions
of comparisons must be acknowledged since it is not possible to define generally valid
conclusions in the field of security research. It is always a matter of being aware of cultural,
historical, legal and social differences. This article’s observations and suggestions are
contextual and need to be adjusted in other contexts. However, higher development
means no escape from the dependency on interdependent infrastructure. Moreover, the
Sphere handbook as well as the Agenda for Humanity have been written mostly for
developing countries with good argumentation that there exist higher rates of poverty.
Developing countries need, as compared to industrialised countries, an increase in their
financial and institutional capacities. However, there is also a need for modernisation and
advancement of shelter and emergency management planning in industrialised countries
such as Germany. It is interesting for those countries, too, to learn from the Sphere
handbook and it might be also the time to include lessons learned from industrialised
countries already working with such standards in other contexts.
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